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PREFACE

We-are pleased to have with us Becky L. Schergens, executive director of the National PTA,
to share with us her thoughts on parental involvement in the career choices of their children.

Ms. Schergens holds bachelor's degrees in political science and history from Southern Methodist
University where she has also done graduate work in these areas. Her exIensive background includes
experiences in postsecondary administration, public relations, policy analysis, and teaching:She served
in various capacities in the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, including that of deputy
assistant secretary for education, prior to assumin6 her present position as executive.director of the
National PTA, a postihe has held since 1977. Ms. Schergens is an active member of numerous professional
associations in the area of education and was named to the list of Outstanding Young Women in America
in both 1971 and 1976. In addition to'all of this, Ms. Schergens is a member of our National Faculty.

In her remarks, Ms. Schergens points mit that almost trom its begi,nning the PTA has been involved
in career education. ReSearch has shown that parents have by far the greatest influence in the career
choices of their children. For this. reason, Ms. Schergens believes it is essential that parents have the
proper information with which to counsel their children. The PTA and the vocational education
community together hav.e an importapt role to play in providing this vital information and in fostering
greater career awareness amon9 parents. Ms. Schergens poino out that the PTA continues tobp a vital
force in shaping the educational lives of children and in working toward greater cooperation between
home and school, especially in this era of the changing American family.

The National Center far Research in Vocational Education and The Ohio State University are
pleased to welcome Ms. Schergens and to present her speech entitled "The Parent's' Role in Carber

- Development: Implications for Vocational Education Research and Development."

I.
Robert E. Taylor
Executive Director
National Center for Research

in Vocational Education
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THE PARENT'S ROLE iN CAREER DEVELOPMENT;
IMPLICATION'S FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATI6N

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT\

jrhe thoughts that I am going to share with you toclOy are not carpfully reiearchec4 footnoted, ()
and annotated as you know theni in the research community. They stem from my work with an
orginization of over six million citizens7mostly.parents, teachers;and young-peopleand they come
frommy personal experiences as well..The things I have ti) talk about with you today are going to
be very straightforward and simple; and if I am qmpurveyo? of tie obvious, I assume that role beciuse
I believe today that, in education as well as in mIhy other facets of life, we often turn the simple
into the complex; and in doing so, we have supposedly elevated education into a position of heightened
importance.

. . ,
It may have been some time since many of yoy have had any contact with the PTA. I hope that

is not the case; however, I'd like to discuss with you today just afew of the efforts tfiat the PTA has
been engaged in Over the past year ortwo, because I believe that they have a great dearto do with
the role of parents and the.impact of parents in the area of educationr-specifically, the area of career

'development. These activities take into accounfsome of the many outside influences that educate
our children today. (By outtside influences I mean those that occur mainly outside school, outside
the elessroomthe many influences that educate a child but are not a part of what we consider our
traditional education system.) There is a lingering notion that, because PTAs are usually linked to *-

schools, the PTA's only focus is on traditional education. Indeed,lour foais is on the child and all
issues pertaining to him or her. i

.

.6. . - 1

e 0

One Pf our major, current activities has been out: television project which many of you have
heard about. It grew out 61 a 1975 convention resolution from t,h0 PTA which condemned excessive
violence on television. Essentially, the program ticat we have been Conducting since 1976 has focused
on the effects of television on children and youth. We realize the enormous potential-of television
as a positive educational tool, and our main thrust is to assure tha0elevision becomes'even more
viable and effectiveas such a tool in the future. The firl action that the PTA took in this area was
based on what our members considered the most imme iate need o reduce the amOunt of gratuitous

the television industry has taken licen in the excesses shown on te evision. In theAcapsulized life span
violence op television. We believe that, while violence exists and is i deed part of the human condition,

se

of a thirty-mioute television program, one can see, for instance three murders, a wife beating, a dog,being kicked,:and hard drugsibeing.used.

Countless other groups and individuali have joined us in our efforts, and we believe that we have
been extremely successful in leading the waynot only in expressing our concern about the excessive
',Mount of violence on television and subsequently reducing it, but also in reaffirming our belief that
televlsion can and should be a powerful end constructive learning tool for all people, particularly
young ,children.

the PTA is developing 'a comprehensive curriculum in television,viewing skills for use
'in the hoois from klhdergarten through grade twelve. One aspect of this Project has been the award-
ing of,a grant from the Edna McConnell Clark Foundation, and I think this will be of particular interest

e



to you in vocational education; because we are going to investigate the accuracy of television's
presentation of family lifenot only as it portrays people in terms of stereotypes, but also as it
portrays the world of work. The curriculum which is being developed right now will ,use as exarpples
and discussions a number of areas that are of partictilar interest to vocatibnal educators. Some.of
the sample discussion topics inclivle, for instance, the portrayal on television of the job stability and
tatiSfaction of the breadwinner. D ys.the breadwinner ever face u*rployment, job dissatisfaction;
promotion, job change? We will be looking at tile changes and moveNir of the family due to changb
in the breadwinner's job. Is the principal breadwinner ever a female? I-fdw are these situations reflected
On television? Are the people at work actually identified or do they make fastless appearances? Do
you ever see anyonemale or femaletired, discourage'd, or dirty froniviiis.or her work? From this
brief description, I hope you get the idea of how calrl television project has grown, how much we
believe triat this project has to say, and how it may influence the wcrk that you are doing here.

The second major activity that I want to discuss, just briefly, is the National PTA's Urban
Education Project. The initial emphasis of this project hass been to conduct hearings around the
country. Representatives of the thirty top educators, civic and business leaders, and PTA`people who
comPrised our Urban Advisory Task Force traveled around the country to hear what people in six
major cities were saying about urban education. After day-long hearings in six major U.S. cities, we
held a national hearing in Washington, D.C. The compilation of the findings and the testimony to date
leads us to the conclusion4that these five issues,in public education today are considered the most
impOrtant:

1. Inadequate financing for public education

2. Lack of parental and citizen involvement

3. Low academic achievement and stUdent performance

4. Inability of the schools to meet the diverse needs of students

5. Youth unemployment
. .

The majoF solution that.mostof the people who spoke at oar hearings believed would work
was the building of coalitions within the community, with çarents as a leading force within these
coalitions. Although disappointment was expressed by som.pf the testifiers abopt-public education
today, it was apparent thaethey have not given up on public ucation. They still regard it as a viable
American institution with theohopeof greater promise. I found this viewpoint encouraging in the fce
of what I would consider ptssimism expressed about both our public education system and of.those

-of us who are educators.

Ladies and gentlemen, not only as a repretentative of the PTA but alsd as an educator, let me
,say that our-fel-edibility' is on the line. The PTA is working vigorously to preserve American public
education, and wehope to be continuahy included as an active partner in its improvement and
renewal.

Finally, I would like !o tell you about emir activities in the area of testing. We published a "white'
paper" this last.year called "The Testing Maze," and I have copies of it available for you. The president
of our organization, Virginia Sperling, testified recently before the U.S. House of Representatives'
Subcommittee on Elerrentary, Secondary, and Vocational EOcation on H.R. 4949, the Educational
Testing Act of 1979. Among the many points she madeand I think it is Probably the one that is the
overriding.concem af/the PTAis that "the' purpose bf testing is tb improve children's education."
I draw your attehtion tb this PTA effort because I believe that tests can play a key role in the assess-
ment of potential. They can and should have a' positive influe,nce in the determination made by a child
(and his or her parents) about careers, Vocations, and the direqion a life may take. I believe that we



must refrain from using tests as sorfers of our childrenas tools'to place confines on their potential.
Instead they must be used as tools to improve a child's education and a child's opportunity. Tests
should not be punitive; theysshould be constructive and should be given when they can prove most
useful.

These are only three areas in which the PTA is currently working and th4y do have some Impact
on you and what you are doing here. But we ara'also very concerned about the whole area of caree.
education. PTA peoplearound the country have been interested in this topic and have actively
supported its inclusion into the curriculum. For instance, the New York State PTA has just developed...,
in conjunction with the New York State Department of Education, a very fine package on career
awareness which is going to be used in the schoors. But again, the question remains: Isn't there a great
deal more in terms of information and techniques for parents thaf co.uld be made available? That is
where the members of my-organization ate turning to you for help in seeleing,solutiphs.

Most of the books and materials I have been reading about career development and career. .

education mention parents' involvement in a very fleeting fashion, if at all. I go back to the'prcigram
used for the 1976 Off km of Education Commissioner's Conference on Career Education, and 1 .find-
only a very few sections where the parents;role in career selection is even mentioned. I have looked
in the ERIC offerings. There are rn-any entries in the wee of citizen involvement but very few touch
on the crucial role_of parents in career development. -Iry the compendium of NIE grants and contracts
(November 1977), only two or three'abstrpcts'even mentioned parents, and most of those references
were included with citizens, students; etc. There are a lot of entries on citizen involvement and com-
munity involvement, but there is very little about the rolelof parents,in career development. This is
felitile ground for some of you who are doing your research work. Yet, in Education for Employment;
Knowledge for Action, the report of the Task Force Qn Education and Employmentchaired by
Clark Kerr, the following quotation appears:

In the course of a normal lifetime, people develop competencies, acquire
iq.formation and self-understanding, and make decisions regarding education,
employment, marriage, where to live, and so forth,. -Much.of the guidance for
these deeisions is obtained informally through dil.eussions with family and
friends, the media, self-exploration of interests and capacities, reading, and
so forth. Even at key deasion points, where one might anticipate that trained
guidance personnel would be especially important, people normally rely heavily
on family and friends. In a study of over 30,000 high school seniors inlour
states, for instance, Tillery (1973) reports that of those who considered college,
the most frequently cited sources of advice about choice of college were':
parents, 43 percent; counselors, 22 percent; other-students, 16 percent;
teachers, 10 percent; and college admissions officers, 9 percent.

If guidance in career development and in choices thai:are made is given informally, and parents
seem to play'a key role in this informal education, then it woulcrappear that a great deal could be
dorre an the area of research and deve4opment to enable parents to be better resources and guiders in
the area of offering career choices,

through the auspices of the Office
I.
of Education Advisc;ry Council.for Career Education, with

which Bob Bhaerman (your colleague here at the National Center) was affiliked atsthat time, the
National PTA produced a publication entitled, How to Help Your Child Select a Career. Throudicullis
brochure, along with the flirt) strip Everyone Can't be an Astronaut, the PTA did start to speak out
about the role of parents in career guidance and selection. 8ut there are some real gaps. When we are
talking about parents' roles, we are talking about two different (although not exclusive) functions:I
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. The parent as a guider af Cr resource for his or her own child
(

2. The parent as an advocate for increased opportunities 'n the area of career
education for all chiidreri, With emphasis on. the irn t that parents can have
at the community, state, and local levels'

Let me speak first to the question of the' parent's respons bility for his or her &Ain child.'There,
have been numerous studiesabout the significance of r'ole-plaOng for children from the.sandbox age
On. And while 041dren may not have an essential understanding of the various job classifications,
through their parents they certainly do learn attitudes and motivations about work, about tamers,
about how they want or do not wantto live their lives. Stereotyping can occiir because parents have'

either placed themselves or been placed in certain work and life sitUations, many times not of their
own Making. What children get almostby osmosis frdm their parents can either bs,exhilaratiN or
deadening, or oftentimes somewhere in:between. The American dream may aOpear illusory, unattain-
able, dr rea deperiding on the child's circumstances.

The situation today between parents an children is exacerbated bec'ause manV parents are
struggling witliatheir own life and employmen crises: For example, many women are entering the
job market either for economic reasons or reasorbf life enhancement. Parents of either sex whose
skills as primary breadwinners are inadequate ma have lost their jobs, or they may be struggling with
a great deal of dissatisfaction in their work. Perhaps they feel the needi.for direction or redirection
in their careers. Their awareness-of their own need for infOrmation about career development and
choices is often heightened. But in the market today, even a Parent who is adequately motivated
to seek change and new opportunities can be-thwarted. Now I am not trying to turn caper choice

)nto a negative experience. All I am saying is that parents todq, in their oWn minds, are confused
about their oWn lives and, therefore, are extremely bewilderedlabout advisinb their children. When
we 'see the Bureau of Labor Statistics' projections, broad as they are, we can become even more
confused because it is so difficult to predict new tields. The figures show/one-out of every three join
that will eicist in the future (five to ten yearsfrom now) has not yet been created. Many timet parents,
to put it:very simply, are panicked. And that is true even though most or many of the projects and
prograMs that are currently underway in education are aimed at the adult consumer. TranslateVat,
if you will, into the language a parsint bourneling his or her young. Add to that a differemf time
and place, a different jargon e as shorthand for your world, and you often have a realm in which
parents feel incapable, ill-equipped, and defensive.

Now, since parents are such a dominant force in the informal coUnselinb process; it seems that
they,need much more information about the importance of career education'and its corollary com-
ponents. Paents need to be working with their children not Only in the discussion of a selection of a
caFeer but also in terms,of sharpening their own employability skills. These employability skills can
be used in the whole larger context of career education, That is, parents need to help their children
learn the linkage that must exist among education, work, and life. Parents need to have information
about the various kinds of educational opportunities that are available fork their child wthin a school,
and I believe that this education must start as early as possible. To wait until a child is i the junior
or seniors year of higl;) school is often'too late.

I.
Parents should be made aware of the vast influence that they have 019 their children's attitudes

toward work and life by conveying their (Mil attitudes to their children. Parents need guidelines to
use in their own home to know what kinds of experiences can be the most rewarding for their children.
Suggestions should be made for parents on all socioeconomic levels and wherever they, happen to be
geographicallyurban, suburban, or rural. They need to know about what kinds of activities4 be
used as teaching tools in the home and in the community.



Parents need some tools to do simple needs assessments with their children about interest
inventories. It may be that parents.are too close to their children to work with them in needs
assessments, or they may tend fo color their children's hves with unfulfilled ambitions of"their own; .

but it certainly would prove to be interesting and needed research to build upon the home as a
reinforcement fqr the type of education that goes on in the classroom an?iin the schools.,

Parents need to be educated aaut the i'otal scope of career education. They need to be trained
x in the vaPieus components that canibe a part of, although not exclusive parts of, career education,

For instance, do parents understapd career planning and decision-making, careel information, job
aCquisition and ftention, attitucks and appreciation for caree,r success, skills in human relationships
for careers, self-investigation and evaluarion for career success, personal/work/societal responsibilities,
economic factors that influence career opportunity, etc.? ,..

-""

With your help, perhaps the greatest contribution that parents-cap Make in their children's
approach to career and life choices is in helping to teach and reinforce the need for adaptability and
flexibility in this world of rapid change. Ic the National School Board Association's report on career
education in 1977, Ken Hoyt said: "Adap bility is the key. The only certainty in our kids' lives
today Is uncertainty." .Change. If we don't et kids know how to change with change, we will have
gypped this generation of kids, and that is one half of careei educatioh. Ken alSo stated in the same 'r

report that whpt he thought we were dealing with was "psyNosclerosis," which he defined as "hard-
ening of the attitudes." He further stated that career education is not designed to indrease the educa-
tional budgetlis designed .to increase the educational effort. Much of the focui of the 4reer
educaticin compbnent, however, has been in the classroom. This eperience needs to betchbined
4vith experimental learning at 41any different .levels as wellcommunity, business, labor, industity
and certainly it needs to be reinfOrced in the home. If it is to "take," then career education Most
certainly needs that basic and constant reinfordement from the family. .

Let's explore sortie other ways.that Parents might be able to guide and counsel their children
better. The new Gallup Poll found that the newspaper is still the best single source of.news about
schools. It should continue to be an outstanding source of information about careei- and educational
opportunities as well. The Chicago Tribune, for instance; runs large sections of its Sunday paper
combining much information about career opportunities and -the kinds of things that are going on
in the community. It was interesting that recently thils paper ran articles about the active steps the
community was taking in solving problems of youth unemployment and descriPtions of various
grpwing employment fields such as the paralegal profession. In reading across this page, I noticed
that one of the major articles suggested specific career guidance sources Rich as the newly-published
N tional Career Directory that lists more than '2,000 places where parents and Children can.write for

e information or inexpensive materials about hundreds of career areas. The same article quoted
the president of the Barry Gale Company, which publishes Career Aptitudes, as saying, "The question
most frequently asked of yetung people is 'What do you want to,do when you grow,up?' " Neither the
parent nor the khool supplies the information that is necessary to make that decision. A child gets
more instruction in.tennis and driving education than in career selection.

We need to use other media as well to inform' parents about the information and how-to's of
working with their-children. Take television, for instance. We dea't have to be on prime time, and
we don't necessarily have to be on the major networks, elther. "Sunrise Semester" types of courses
for parents need to be introduced with an emphasis on parenting skills and in helping children with
career selection. In scheduling programs, we need to,keep in.mindand even take advantage of the
facttifat we have many,single-parent-families. Cgrtainly parents would like to know how to lir*
education, life, and work; how to help a yoting"person.determine the course of his or hereducational
study; what opportunities are open'in the various fields; what is the outlook for expanded growth in
fields and for. increased technology; where to fiztd more information; and so on.
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I would encourage the use of other communication techniques as well. What aboutdeveloping
cassettes and matirials-for parents to use in the home-to help the chilzi with career plans? What about
using statewide networks of closed channel television where .the_programs.are beamed out and parentscan subscribuo the service? What about having parents' stuTy groups around those television setsand having sore of you' in front of the cameras showing parents wafs they can help and counsel theirchildren? Groups such as the PTA could organize seminars and-provide follew-up materials to augmentthe teazLeing,

What about ei-panding the computer-based information sources that are in place in-various
locations around,thecountry?.Ctmputer-based informatiOn programs could be developed for parentrather than professional use. Mateqals could be "people-oriented" and based on the questions mostcommOnly asked by parents. What about universities and colleges such as yours increasing their
efforts to deal with parents' rd children's needs for information and tools? Do you realize that over40 million people in our country today are systematically studying outsideou?traditional institutionsof leaening? Certainly, institution's of higher education such as yours muit be engaged in some real
brairwtorming about how to reach parents and convince them that the information-and training which
you offer will enhahce the lives and the roles of not only thepselves, as parents, but of their children.

The second major role for parents in careetr education,..as I mentioned earlier, -is to be an advocatein the community, state, and nation for career educkion in order to give our children the guidance
and inforrnation they need to make the types of life decisions that will tze required of them. The
National PTA has been in the advocacy role for career education and vocational educa'tion sinceltsbeginning in 1897. If vocational educators have hadan advocate and partner, it certainly has been the'National PTA. During the early 1930s, the PTA supported Vocational.education and guidance. Dele-gates to the 1930 Annual Convention passed this resolution: "We advocate constructive programs for 'vocational education and guidance that will enable all yckith to find the occupation in life for which -they are best adapted and which will enable them to make their largest contribution to social welfare."The promotion of vocational guidance, counseling, and placement services were PTA concerps during
the 1940s as,well. The 1948-4.9 platform included this statement: 'We urge a continued development
and expansion of the field of guidance and counseling, but adult education should be recognized asan integral part of the system ... Communities should be encouraged tti-utilize-411e-1-rained personriel
of local .professionals and industries to augment the classroom teaching." So. you see, for years the
PTA has suppoirteNasome of the basic aspects of career education. 4, .

The 1977 PTA convention reaffirmed its basic commitment by passing again the following
resolution: "RESOLVED, that the National PTA go on record-as fully endorsing and supporting
inclusion, in both the public school classrooms and teacher preparation programs, of career education

4 awareness so as to refocus American education in needed and appropriate ways;" (I call to your atten-
tion that verb _:,4efocus") "and, be it furthe,r RESOLVED, that the National PTA pledge itself to
assume an active, leadership role in defining and encouragingia proper role and function for parentsin the inclusion of career ethkation awareness in our schools."

I cite these e)qmples because I am very proud of what could be considered the avant-garde
position that the PTA has taken for a great number of years in the area cif career education that you
are so vitally concerned abOut here. 44

To cite, once again, the reeent Gallup Poll, I think it has some ve revealing information about
the public's wtitude toward 'career edecation. The public's concept an ideal school was:
interesting. I duoteihere from the Gallup Poll:



The ideal- school would give much more attention to the selectiOn of careers
than is- presently the case. Day.s should be set aside each year to review career
Opportunities,'perhaps with local professional and bu'siness people taking part.
School guidance counselors should give more help in selecting careers.

lmmediaiely preceding that recommendatiOrl was the suggestion that courses and seminars should be
organizec'i for parents to help them help their children in school.

that same section goes on to-say:

Schools should try to interesi a majority of -the residents of the sChool district s

in attending, at least once a year, a lecture, meeting, or social occasion held
in the school buifding. Schools should ask for community volunteers to help

, 7 .with school affairs and Operations., \... .

(This has been one of the major activities of the PTA for a number of years.) And finely, "Schools
should see that alunini retain their interest in the school." i

. *
- Obviously,'the linkage in the community etween education and the establishmen as been

placed for parents, or nonparents, or parents whose children have already passed thr. the system.
Certainly the parent's view holds that "Rather little guidance has been offered in the atter of
careers." Guidance, the respondents say, is concerned mostly with recommending ects, help
with personal problems and, when in the higher grades, advice about choosing co I and universities.
Only one person in five specifically mentions that his or herchild was given help i selecting a career..

In our publication How to Help Your Child Select a Career, jointly sponsored by the National
Advisory Committee on Career Education, the section Called "It's Parents' Work" interestingly
enough had only one item which focused on the parent's role with his or her own child in discussing
the child's career choices. The rest of them were about the following kinds of activities:

Talking With local school officials to determine what kinds of career education
1

. programs there are

111 .. If none is available, encouraging members of your-Board of Education, Chamber
of Commerce, labor organizations, or State Department of Education to consider
deOloping career education as a part of the course of study

Offering to discuss your own work experiences at your child's school or,
better yet, if no program for bringing resource persbris into the classroom exists,
proposing that your PTA unit fbonior one

Working with individual students who express interest in learning about your
particular career area

Encouraging local industries to make their plants available for visits and tours

ID Suggesting and prbmoting career-education days

Participating i and helping to organize sessions to obtain more current information
,

And, finally,'s owing a film or filrnstriO* on career education at one of your
#

PTA rneeting

* An excellent color strip/cassette-presentation is available frdm.your state PTA,office.
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I want to tell you, please, that the PTA and parents can and should be the leading advocates
at all levelscommunity, stati, and nationalcalling for' the appropriate legislation and the appropriate
programs and projects which will create and implement better career and 'vocational education' programs
for young people.

I have no need to tell you what an active year we are having in the area of nationarigislation.
PTA representatives will be attendifiViice President Mondale's Baltirbore conferenCe on "Work Places
and Classrooms: A Partnership for tlfe Eighties." We in the PTA have begun, with otielikeduciational
associations, an intensive dialogug with officials at all levels'regarding the whole issue,bf youth poticy,
which is now being considered by Congress and the. White House. We are lookipg forward to the
recOmmendatiOns that will be coming,forth on the vocational education,legiSlation.

In conclusion, let me just briefly recap the basic points I have tried to make.

The PTA is engaged in pr6jects and programsnot all necessaiily school focusedthat
relate directly or indirectly to parents' and children's perception and understanding of
the world of work, education, and career development in a positive sense..

Parents have a key role to play in helping their children focus on choices and decisions .

to be made about their careers.

It appears, at least to the uneducgted, that more research and development could be done
in techniques for dissemination of information, materials, skill development, and the
training of parents, with a particular focus on career education/vocational education
career decisions.

Parents can and should be leading advocates for improving and enhancindchilaren's
education and opportunities in the fields of career education and developmental well as
learning. Parents can be useful as advocates at all levelscommunity, state, and national:

I am chauvinistic enough to say that the PTA can act as ar'4xcellent vehicle for the-
dissemination of information, but even more importantly in the role of activist for
positive change.

Let,me offer a challenge to you. I believe that the Amerkan public education systern has never
faced a greater challenge to its original mission and, indeed, to, its very existence than it.faces today.
Evern its staunch advocates realize that it must be presermed Vut at the same time improved. Increasingly,

Citizeni and officials are turning to the schools to link effectively.the world cif education and the
world of work. Parents can play a key role in seeing that the bridges between the two are crossed more
succeisfully. With more involvement, parents can and will make the linkagJetween the classroom
and the workroom much stronger.

believe that,the challenges facing us as educators and administrators have never been greater.
We, collectively, are going to have to throw away many of our old notiqhs, our old concepts, our
rigid ideas, And turn to new ways of thinking about education. That is your chaftenge. We turn to you,
the researchers and the developers, to help lead the way, often against the prevailihg practices of
education and training as we know them today. I leave you wjth a quote froin AbrAharn
"The dogmas of the cpAipt past are inadequate for, the stormy 'present.'
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Question: One of the thints yOu hear regularly is thatparents really want a "back-to-the-

'type pf education, and you. haven't talked aboui that. Doesn't,that assumption,
contradict some of whatyou'hale been sai*sng?

A

*

No t.think when we talk about "backqo-the-basics," we realize and we have alwayi realized'
that the so-called "basic" skills are an 'intrinsic part of the whole education packa'ge. Just about
everyone seems to agree on that point, but the disagreements come when you try to define Which
career should be considered "basic.' We in the PTA Tvould like tO c nsider art education-a basic
skill, -and' we have a resolution stating that art education shoulri be nsidered "basic.n think .

everybody's definition on ttgl vgles a little bit, but we look at basid education and basic skills as
the whole educational packaWN ,

0,

Question: I find it rather difficult to think that parents can play a very objective role when it
comes to guiding and counseling their own children in the matter of career choices.
Secondly, since the whole family structure is changing, I alp concerned about whether
attention ougM to be directed toward parent surrogates.for example, day care instru

,tors---Knore than parents.

I think those.are points well taken. If you will remember whet) I talked about needs,assessment,
said that perhaps the parents are too close to the child to-make an objective judgment. I also said

that many times children are regarded as vessels for the unfulfilled ambjtions of parents. l.will have
-to say, though, that parents are indeedvery much a part of the inforal network used by their
children as a counseling resource. Because this is.true, it.seems to me that it would behoove the
parent to have as much information at his or her fingertips as possible, because parents counsel--:for
better or for worse, ladies and gentlementhey do counsel their children. And if I wew on the
receiving end, I would much prefer to be counseled by somebody who knows what he är she is
talking about than by sornebody who doesn't.

Your other point about surrpgates is indeed true. I had the privilege of sitting next to a sociologist
on a plane several weeks ago. We were talking about career thoice, and the discussion carne around to
precisely this p'ointparent surrogates'. I asked him what he considered the most importantrole parents
could play in the career development of their children.

As far as he was concerned, he said, the most importanfrole parents could play was to actually
provide the opportunity for their child to get his or her first job. He meant the parents should literally
find the child'ajob.

"That'S fine," I said, "but that implies that there is at least one breadwinner in the family who
already knows the system."

Of course he began talki-ng airbut the American family and the beauty of the tightly-knit ethnic
community and what a marvelous opportunity it is for these children to have resource PeopleTight
there. -



But I 'said, "Hey, wait-a minute. What abbut kids who, don't have any parents or as you were
'saying, sciirrogates of some sort? What aboiit the.single-parent famil-ies? You know the American
.farnily 'doesn't look the way it used to. What about the'families that don't kno/ the system? They
have enough probldms breaking into it themselves.",

So yourpoint is very we'll taken, and I wou- ld loveto hear sorne feedback from you about some
messages I can take back to the PTA.

Omestidn: I am amazed tbatkids know as much as they do about career choice, and career planning
and so on based upOn the investment we make'. In a typical city, the aVerage student
receives only about 720 minutes of guidance counseling in asix-year period. In mathe-
matics or *science, students get about 120,000 hours in the same six-year period. Given
these statistiA, what can the'PTA do to escalate the importance of guidance and counsel-

*, ing Within budgetaw limits?

In response to your question, I am happy to say that a good example came immediately to mind.
l.recently had the pleasure of traveling to Nevtda anil meeting several peoplafroni the Nevada State
PTA. Just to let you know that th'e PTA can make a difference, a parent-PTA group went to the
Nevada legiklature in a tight budget year and lobbied hayd for supplying counselors for elementary_
school kids. Ejementantictsuolmynelin as I n
the hearing-got up and tatified about what having' an elementary school counselor, had meant
their own lives and in counseling their children7-not only about careers, but about many otherareas
that affect school and home' Hfe.'"This is the kind vf Flvocacy role in which parents can make a
significant diperence, and that is_only one example.

Quesiion: You indicated in your comments that we have go't to reach the full spectrum of the
public. Can you tell us abobt any exemplary programs where you've achievd success
in reaching the hard-to-reach parents? What oan we do to involvde those communities
where the participation, the involvement, the cagingare at a very low ebb?

One thing I believe very strongly .is that e ducators and administratorsmust make sure that the
welcome mat is always out for parentsnot the weloome mat that tays, "Welcome'. Please sit dowrr
and do what' I say." I mean a welcome that invites partnershiP with parents. I think this is particularly
important when you get into upan areas where thasocioeconoinic level is somewhat lower and there
is a definite hesitancy about go ng into the school.

The attitude on the inside of the school really speaks to the contribUtion that parents can make
no matter how they look or what they do: In this regard, We have to be careful about our body
language. Often we don't have to tell certain people that we don't care for them or that they at.e
beneath whatwe consider to be "acceptable." Werexude it sometimes, and then we wonder why we
get negative results. So, a welcoming attitude is of prirpary importance.. We are also attempting to
reachtbut into the community. We dont't always h*e to have all of our activities focused in the school.
You have to go where the people are. Some of outmost successf,ul PTA programs are held _in the
parents' wor es. PTA representatives meet with the parents on their iiinch hour. They sometimes
meet in tie homes o some of these peoplenot ever to the point of embarrassment, but only when
the parents have invited the teacher and other parerits into their homes to have their discussions.
I know a lot ofschools that encourage this. The dav of the 7:30 firit-Monday-of-the-month PTA

* meeting is fast fading.

a
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. a All of us have to look for new and creative ways to get parents involved Particularly with thle,
. , .

energy crunch, we forget that transpOrtation often glues us to ceftain pattern . We also- forget that4 . o
, some parents don't have cars or the 50 cents to get.on the bus to come tq the hool. ,. .

Question: What materials do you have available for classroom use in addition to your filmstrip?
Specifically, do You ha've career awareness materials suitalale for classroom use in the
primary grades?

-I have to say that our materials available for general distribution are somewhat lacking at the
'present time. However, we do have several things. In addition to the career awareness Oacket developed
in conjurction with the New York Department OrMtietion and the New York PTA, we have a lot of
maferials that have been developed around the country. But when you consider that we are in more
than 28,000 schools, we need a clearinghouse for that information. If someone wants to volunteer
to do that as a research project, to work with parents, and to use the coInputers here at Ohio State,
.I will be glad to talk to You right after this is over.

Meanwhile, I have some materials up here, and I,, will be glad to talk with you about your
specifit needs.

Question: Wh4t are you doing to meet the language problems that are arising in the inner cit0
You talk about parents' groups; but many parents do not speak Englishor if they speak
it, it is far from fluent; This lack of communication causes enormous problems for both
the parentS and the.children.

'As you know, thit is_a big issue and onein which we in the PTA need further educatio'n ourselves.
I remember meeting with one of our state PTAs just after they had passed a resolution against bilingual
education. When they were asked why they took a stand against this issue, one-of the parents replied
by saying, "Because I don't want my child have to learn a Second language." So, you see, we have
a massive education project on our hands i two, wayswe need to educate ourselves as well as the
geheral popUlation on the issue.

I really cannot give you specific examples of fullfledged PTA programs on the issue per se. But
I can tell you that PTA people have volunteered throughout the country when there have been,
relocation efforts, for instance, with Vietnamesesefugees, particularly in Arkansas.. PTA people have
worked very closely with these efforts in the classroom as aides, and I know that it is a concern.
Particularly in the SpanisK-speaking areas, we are doing much more Work from the national level.
The problem there primarily is with dialect. Puerto Rican Spanish and Mexican Spanish are fntirely
different, even though you may think someone with basic Spanish can understand- both fairly easily.

Question: In discussing your urban education project, you listed the issues which surfaced from
your hearings. I was surprised not to find discipline among those becayse in every survey
I have seen that is always right at the top in public hearings.

It tied for tenth place with inadequate preparation,of teac.bers. I just.gave you the top five. I

Was absolutely fascinated by these hearings, because one of the things that we wanted to do was to
spend a godd portion of our-time listeniriNg to what people had to say. While] can't iay tha from a
research standpoint this would in any way be statistically representative of thecommunities that we

,were invOlved with, I would say that of those people who testified, these really were their top
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'concerns. Inadequate school financing, as I said,,was number one. They were reallybcbncemed about
the whole question & student performance, and they voiced those concerns quite apart_from the
negative connotations that are often associated with discipline.

That wor6c1"disciplioe". is veni misleading. (Ale are doing a major program in the whale area of
discipline, and 1.have beentrying to figure out what to call it, so I need some hplp from you. Discipline
is a problem; so is vandalism; so is absenteeism. But they all seem to stem from the fact that kids, in
negative ways, ate expressing their dissatisfaction with eduaation, with society, with the fact that the/
may not be-able to get a-position (let alone a`career) when they get out of school. I don't know
exactly what to call it, but I think they are all real expressions. What would you call it?

-Question: Did your urban education project include urban coMmunities where bussing was
under way?

We started out in Philadelphia, which I have to say was exceptional because we do not have,a
PTA within the city of Philadelphia. They have a Home and School Association which disassociated
with the PTA in 1910 becausethey thought a nickel was too much to pay to the national association.

We went to Seattle, Kansas City (Missouri), Houston, Detroit, and Miami. All of these cities
have had bussing, but whether they were involved in bussing at the time of the hearings is hard to say.,

e starte ovem er o on t now w ere, on t e wha e continuum, those particular
cities weiT with the bussing issue at that time. All of the hearings, except those in Philadelphia, were
held in January, Feb-tory, and March of 1979.

Question: It seems to me that the pagents with the time and money to do the things ihe PTA is
talking about are'deserting the public schools in favor of private and parochial schoois.
My concerns are for the public schools in Philadelphia and similar cities where the
school population is-about 85 percent bladk, where it takes both parents working a full
eight-hour day to take care of the family needs. Those people are tired when they come
home. What do we do-in casei like that?

These are real concerns for all of us, and I want you to knOw that the PTA is taking an active
mile in seeking solutions. The National PTA led the Coalition to Save Ptiblic Education, a massive
group of more than forty-two organizations in the country united ,to defeat the tuition tax credit
legislation this last time it came up:We plan to organize a similar type of activity if it comes up again
this year.

We are very concerned about what is happening' in California right now with the whole question
of the family choice initiative. I was really amazed by the'statistics from California. The number of
students in private education in Viet state has gone from 6 to 12 percent in recent years. However,
the private schools still have aglarge part of the minority population. If my memory serves me correctly,
something like 43 percent of the minority kids go to private California schools.

I think the issue here is the viability of the public schools. The National PTA is very,very
strongly in the public education camp becausewe believe free and public education is a basic premise
of our whole society.

12
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Question.: In termekif the' way tie National PtA is organized, do yoe have a nati.onal meeting
every year? And if so, when is that usually scheduled?,

Yes4/e do havean annual national meeting, usefally scheduled durfng May or June. We Are
'iping to be in Hobo lulu in 1980, off 'the ma(nland for the first time. So yes; indeed, we do have a
national conventiOe. At this time repi-esentatives frpm the varioys, state PTAs meet together and
discuss issues of national concern.

Question'. Would you expand on that a little bit? What, thervis the rest of the organizationi and
how directly effective can the organihition be when it goes into'the local areas?

a

Our national organization is made up of fifty-two state PTAs, each with its-Own board of directors,
'We have districts and councibs, which are generally organized on.a cornmunity-wide basis (sometimes
many within a givec city), and affiliates (called "units") which are generally synonymous with the
local school.

As for effectiveness, 'let me use the tuition tax credit asan example. At the time the PTA got
involved, Senator Moynihan was predicting that it was a fait accomplithat there Wasnb way tuition
tax credits could be defeated. Some three to four months later he had definitely changed his mind.
I think we can- be very effective, particularly.on issues that concern American public education, and,

---wo-nlay4o-the-only-14.epa-yeci've-got. So4 urge7all.ofeou to buy cards and membership's and join in
our fight.

Question: How did you meature your,influence in reducing violence on TV?

Well, there were a nuMber of waysfor one, the sheer fact that one can observe on television,
I believe, a diminution.of violence in bontrast to ,v,hat it was nearly three years ago when we took up
this fight. It can also be measured by the terrific cooperation we have gotten from, countlesscitizens
and organizations around the country. I just read that the machinists' union ienow going to'monitor
televiiion in prime time, as the PTA has done for tile last two years. Só.those are a.couple of ways
one can see tir effectiveness of the project.,There haabeen a terrific arriount of concern,,ponvertation,
and dialogue Pith the officials of the television industry'. Now it's nt unh-e-lird of for thern to call us
when they are testing new programming. .

When I was talking about-the television project earlier, remember that I was talking about the
total effect of television on children and yoUth. Violence is only one part of vebat we're crealieg with.
We're greatly interested in using television as a positive educational tool for all people.

A

Question: . In terms of the role of parents ncareer development, to what extent is sex equity a'
priority for the PTA7

4
Sex equity ha§ been a priority for the PTA almost since its inception, when it was called the

National Congress of Mothers. If Vou could ever get together a group of people who are most keenly
aware of sex equity, it-would be our group. In the whole developmeKt_of the/child, this is obviously
a key component.
11162

I worked in the area of sex equity at HEW for a period of time. I have been working with Harley
Cox and some of the people at PEER and with the Women's Educational,Equity ACt. What we are
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attempting to-do right-now is to make even, more dramatic the types of information that we are
getting out to our members. Mir whole May isiue of "PTA Today" fricused on sex equityparticularly
Title IX, the Wo n's Educational Equity Actprimarily irithe area of infprmation.

,

. I knoW 'Oa Texas rTA gjid a great deal of work in thai area about three vearsago, especially as
it relate% to textbook and educational materials selectibn. Many of bur membershave been working
clbsely with state boards of education and others ir state departments to assure, for instente, that
our textbooks.adequately reflect Ihe world as we know it.

The television project, through the Edna McConnell Clark Foundation grant in curriculum viewing
_skills, is a vital part of our sex equity effort. What we are attempting to do prough this project'is to
Work with kids to see whether, looking at television, they can realize and understand stereotyping and
discrimination as they occUr. We need to know whether or not they are aware of it. Through our work
with children, we find that the consciousness of parents is heightened as well.

These are only two of our many efforts in this area.
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